SAN YUEH TEXTILE CO., LTD.
“QUALITY IS JOB ONE!”

Established in 1970, San Yueh Textile Co., Ltd. has long adhered to the principle of “quality is job
one.” With more than 50 years of experience in textile manufacturing, San Yueh has devoted
itself to developing innovative products and improving production processes and fabric lines. We
hope to provide our customers with high-value-added and unique products to meet their
everyday needs, which have been gradually changing with the rising standard of living.
San Yueh obtained ISO 9001 certification in 1996, long before many other textile manufacturers in
Taiwan had done so. Our quality production is the achievement of our hard-working employees
who believe in always doing the best they can. Since people are the most valuable asset to our
company, we have designed a comprehensive training program to cultivate a strong workforce
that offers customers efficient and quality service.
In recent years, people have the sense to request “Energy saving and going green”; Most main
textile manufacturers also focus on waste reduction and the development of biodegradable
materials. As far as a responsible spinner, San Yueh Textile has below new products of spun yarns
to do with the above appeals:
1.Tencel series: its wood pulp is from the sustainable developmental forest; in fiber production,
the water and solution are reused and circulated repeatedly with a recycled rate of
up to 99%.
2.Recycled polyester yarn: the recycled polyester fiber is made of recycled bottle flake；it helps to
reduce the amount of waste.
3.Biodegradable polyester yarn: because of traditional polyester's inherent durability, it causes the
challenge to the environment micro-fiber pollution. Using the new biodegradable
polyester fiber, our yarns can biodegrade at a rate similar to wool in landfill
conditions.
We will also seek a strategic alliance with prospective factories specializing in dyeing and finishing
to produce new fabrics. We hope to supply customers with the finest quality goods by combing
weaving, dyeing and finishing. Such efforts would also go a long way toward creating a win-win
situation with our partners.
We welcome you to visit our website at www.sanyueh.com

